
 
Critiques LOC Specialty Shows Saturday June 4 and Sunday June 5 2011 

Judge – Mrs. Pauline Mortier Lubberline  
 

Thank you for having me as one of your judges at your LOC 45th Anniversay Back 
To Back Specialty Shows this June.  Your hospitality was absolutely terrific, 
despite the threat of ugly weather on Saturday!  The good sportsmanship of all the 
exhibitors at your shows is to be highly commended.  A special thank you to the 
ring stewards, Al and Nelly Bennett, who made everything run so smoothly and on 
time.  To my fellow judges, thanks for your camaraderie and expertise.  To the 
tireless efforts of all members involved in putting on your shows, a big round of 
applause and thanks!  Good to be back at the old show grounds that are so 
welcoming to owners and Labs alike.   Also good to be back home in Canada 
where the “butter tarts” are the best.  My special thanks to your Show Chair, Dawn 
van Nostrand, who patiently met all of our needs with her typical humor.  To the 
LOC Club Officers and the entire Show and Trial Committee members, well done!  
And last, but never least, hugs and treats to all the Labradors, young and old 
alike, who always make my day worthwhile! 
 
 

Saturday June 4 2011 
All Regular Dog  and Intersex Classes 

 
VETERAN DOGS 

1) #67  CH TABATHA’S RENEGADE --- Lovely old-fashioned black with super reach of 
neck, perfectly level topline & tailset.  Strong driving rear & covered ground 
effortlessly. 

2) #114  CH STAGHORN’S STORMY WEATHER --- Another great black in wonderful 
coat with melting expression.  Strongly built with lovely angles. 

3) #42  CH GRANDRIVER’S SMOKING GUN --- Black with sweet expression and 
moved out with panache. 

4) #155  CORHAMPTON’S WOODECOY BERETTA --- Yellow fellow that was a pale 
cream with excellent pigment and a face that said “I love dog shows”! 

 
JUNIOR PUPPY DOGS 

1) #123  STAGHORN’S HARRIS TWEED --- A black with adorable face that carried a 
level topline with oodles of coat and good angles.  He moved happily and true. 

2) #89  MADABOUT’S SUN KING --- A chocolate with good front and neck flowing into 
nice topline with good breadth in brisket.  Would have liked a darker eye and a 
straighter tail with no swoop to it. 

3) #59  WINSOME MOST VALUABLE PLAYER --- A yellow in fabulous coat with terrific 
face and expression and a lively demeanor.  Today, however, he was a tad high in 
the rear but moved out soundly and evenly. 

4) #97  PICCADILLY’S GAME ON --- A big black in full coat with matching angles fore 
and aft.  A bit close in the rear on the move.  Lively and animated in temperament. 

 
SENIOR PUPPY DOGS 

1) #108  LENCHES WRIGLEY AT GINANDER --- A yellow who was a bit out of coat but 
with a face to die for and excellent pigment.  Good reach of neck that flowed into a 
perfectly level and strong topline.  A real showman with wonderful attitude and 
temperament.  Stretched out on the move and never lost his great angles.  He 
simply said look at me!  I did and eventually gave him Best Puppy. 

2) # 61  MORGAN SET EM UP JOE AT EASTHILL --- A black with great coat and a 
happy mover.  Substantial bone with correct angles, lovely topline and tailset. 

3) #38  TABATHA GOING FOR THE TRIPLE CROWN --- A black with sweet expression 
and wonderful balance that moved easily. 

4) #62  MORGAN ONE FOR THE ROAD AT EAST HILL --- A black with great coat and 
was very attentive to his handler.  Nice balance on front and rear.  Would have 
liked a tad darker eye. 

 



12 – 15 MONTH DOGS 
1) #164  CASTILLEJA’S SCROTTIOTTIS --- A chocolate with good coat, topline, tailset 

& angles.  One happy fellow!  Could have used a darker eye. 
2) #110  SAMPHIRE’S BAVARIAN KING --- A black with lots of wavy coat and a 

baseball sized & wrapped tail!  Sweet face and lovely angles and topline. 
3) #64  DOINDOGS NOAH --- A yellow with good pigment but a bit rangy and not as 

clean on the move. 
4) #55  BRALEX’S RAISE A LITTLE HELL --- A nice dark chocolate with a solid topline 

and sweet expression.  A bit long and rangy. 
 
15 – 18 MONTH DOGS 

1) #118  ELLIQUIN LET’S CRACK THE WHIP --- A black that was a bit wild with a 
strong facial expression.  Lot’s of power on the move with good matching angles. 

2) #17  BLUESOUTH’S KEEP ON TRUCK’N --- A yellow with good pigment and 
stepped out lively and covered ground easily.  Unfortunately he was out of coat. 

 
CANADIAN BRED DOGS 

1) #117  KILMAURS AUTUMN RUSH --- A big yellow boy with good pigment.  
Unfortunately out of coat and could have used a straighter tail with no swoop in it. 

2) #40  GAFF’S POT OF GOLD --- A chocolate that was smaller than 1st place dog.  
Lots of wave to the coat and moved well.  Nice angles.  Could have used a tad 
more weight and had a light eye. 

 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOGS 

1) #54  PARADOCS OBSIDIAN --- A big black with excellent bone & substance all 
around.  In full coat with great front & rear that enabled him to be very powerful 
and true on the move.  A true stallion of a dog that exuded type.  Great reach of 
neck.  Sweet biddable temperament.  Could not deny him the class win and so 
deservedly gave him Winners Dog. 

2) ##36  HAMPTON ROLLING STONE --- Another black that was close to number 1.  
Sweet expression, nicely balanced in structure with flowing line from neck to 
topline to tailset.  Would have liked a tad darker eye.  When stretched out on the 
move he lost a bit of his rear angulation that took away from his drive. 

3) #129  DUNROBIN’S RUSTLIN THE ICE --- A black puppy with sweet face and nice 
angles.  Once he settled down the movement was correct.  Immature in this class. 

 
OPEN DOGS --- BLACK 

1) #39  CITADEL NO TRADE CLAUSE --- Although not in full coat this boy was 
exceptionally well balanced.  Moderate in angulation, he is a smooth mover and a 
happy camper in the ring.  Melting expression and a biddable Lab. 

2) #52  PARADOCS HUNTERLEIGH HICKORY --- Close to number 1 with lots of wave 
to the coat indicating correct double weather resistant coat.  Good drive on the 
move.  A happy fellow.  A bit plainer in the face than number 1. 

3) #94  PUCKETT’S SUPER CHARGED --- Great expression and solid topline & good 
tailset.  A bit short on leg for me and carrying a few extra pounds. 

4) #20  KELROBIN A TWIST OF FATE --- Unfortunately out of coat today.  Strong 
facial expression.  Moved out nicely and held a solid topline & tailset. 

 
OPEN DOGS --- YELLOW 

1) #162  CASTILLEJA’S THEODOR BIG BLUE --- A bit wild at the beginning.  Lovely 
type with great reach of neck flowing into topline with matching angles.  This 
fellow can stretch and drive! 

2) #167  STAGHORN’S HIGHLAND FLASH --- This fellow is a bit rangy for me and had 
high tail carriage standing and on the move.  Not in full coat.  Good pigment and 
sweet face.  Moved soundly. 

3) #156  FROSTHAVEN WOODECOY SONOFAGUN --- A very pale cream with 
excellent pigment.  Although he had correct structure he was too lean for me 
today. 

 
 
 
OPEN DOGS --- CHOCOLATE 



1) #107  STARTOP’S CAPTAIN MORGAN --- A big fellow that was strongly made and 
in coat.  Good mover.  Could use a darker eye. 

2) #47  GAFF’S FIRESIDE RESOLUTION --- Not as hefty a fellow as number 1.  Very 
dark chocolate coat and animated on the move and standing.  A bit immature yet 
today. 

 
BEST OF BREED 
#85  CH MADABOUT’S CHEESE PLEASE --- A chocolate female that I simply loved.  She 
exuded lovely type.  In wonderful condition as a bitch that had a couple litters.  Great dark 
colored coat and lines from the reach of neck that flowed into a topline and tailset that 
stayed true on the move.  Beautiful darker eye color that is so hard to achieve in 
chocolates.  Sweet happy girl that flowed in her movement around the ring.  Simply the 
best for me today. 
 
BEST OF OPPOSITE 
#112  CH TABATHA’S RUSTLE --- A big black male that had the type, drive, and structure 
to say look at me!  I did and loved his old-fashioned type and sweet expression on a 
strong, masculine head. 
 
BEST OF WINNERS 
#96  PICCADILLY’S HIDDEN COVEY --- A sweet darker yellow female that I found out later 
that this win finished her Canadian championship and deservedly so.   Short backed with 
perfect lines and moderate angles.  Very old-fashioned English type that so reminded me 
of the Rocheby look.  Never put a paw wrong and stood out as the best of the two winners.  
Would love her in my home any day! 
 
JAM  
#115 CH KILMAURS AUTUMN THUNDER --- A beautiful black male that was so close to my 
Best of Opposite and later found out that he was the son!  A bit shorter on leg for me but 
wonderful type, coat, structure & movement. 
 
JAM 
#27  CH IRONRIDGE’S THIRD TIME’S A CHARM --- A stunning black female that I 
considered closely for Best of Breed.  Super balance, excellent coat, great structure, 
lovely mover, and a presence in the ring that said here I am!  Would take her home any 
day! 
 
JAM 
#67  CH TABATHA’S RENEGADE --- My Veteran Dog Winner!  There was no doubt that his 
“vocalizing” said don’t forget me!  Great old fellow that has not forgotten what it means to 
be a champion and a stallion! 
 

Sunday June 5, 2011 – Bitches  
 
VETERAN BITCHES 

1) #144  CH PIRATE’S SMALL CHANGE --- A black on the small side but with the most 
appealing face and loaded with type and lovely level topline with balanced angles 
fore and aft 

2) #159  CASTILLEJA’S JIFFY POP --- A yellow with dark pigment that stepped out 
lively and moved true with perfect tail carriage 

3) #83  TABATHA’S CONFETTI --- A yellow that did not set herself up squarely but 
presented herself in a rocking horse position but was very happy and animated 

4) #11  CH OTCH CASTLEGAR MARLO AT AUTUMN WIND TD RE WC JH CGN --- A 
black that was not exactly happy to be in the ring and needed more angles in the 
rear but carried a nice wavy coat indicating good undercoat 

 
JUNIOR PUPPY BITCHES 

1) #122  STAGHORN’S BLACK PLAID --- A smashing black girl with superb coat and 
wonderful angles just exuding type and happily covered ground noticing everyone 
and everything around her.  Would love to have her in my home!  Simply took my 
heart away and was pleased to award her Reserve Winners Bitch in a group of 
bitches in the winners ring that was loaded with quality. 



2) #102  STONEMEADOW’S EMMA ROSE --- A sweet chocolate with super coat and 
great type with wonderful balance but had a tad light eye 

3) #100  STONEMEADOW’S THE WANDERER --- Another striking chocolate that 
moved out beautifully but also with a light eye.  It was splitting hairs between these 
two girls on placement 

4) #121  STAGHORN’S ADIOS AMIGO’S --- A yellow that was by far one of the best 
movers I have seen with excellent pigment and a rock hard topline with beautiful 
angles, lovely type and sweet expression.  Sadly, today she was totally naked in 
regards to coat. 

 
SENIOR PUPPY BITCHES 

1) #138  LENCHES WISHES --- A very typey yellow girl that was on the verge of 
blowing a fabulous coat.   Strong and true in her movement and covered ground 
effortlessly.  Just my cup of tea but her face was not her fortune. 

2) #152  IRONRIDGE’S REECE PIECE --- A striking chocolate with attitude to spare 
that had a fantastic reach of neck and great balance in angulation 

3)  #18  JAUNEOIR MASONRIDGE SERAPHINA --- A yellow girl that was a tad tall 
which affected her balance in angles.  Less coat and a big swoop in the tail, but 
with a sweet face and super pigment 

4)  #16  KELROBIN BLACK MINX --- A young black girl with correct clean movement 
and an old fashioned sweet expression.   Unfortunately out of coat due to time of 
the year.  Could use a tad more upper arm for balance 
 

12 – 15 MONTH BITCHES 
1) #29  CASTLEGAR NYROCA LE FROMAGE --- A very animated yellow with strong 

drive and great pigment.  Short backed with level topline and striking type.  
Considered her for Reserve Winners Bitch  

2) #135  HIGHCALIBER LABRADALE JILL --- A yellow in good coat that moved well 
and had an attitude to beat the band 

3) #44  CAWARRA’S MOLLY MAID --- A yellow that was out of coat and not as 
balanced as I’d like due to her being a tad too tall with too much of swoop in the 
tail that takes away from the total picture.   Beautiful face and lovely pigment. 

4) #23  CHABLAIS SALLY --- A black with nice rear but could use a tad more upper 
arm to make a balance picture.  Good mover 

 
15 – 18 MONTH BITCHES 

1) #158  GAFF’S LIFE O RILEIGH AT FARGO --- A yellow in good coat with fetching 
expression and sound mover 

2) #14  ELLIQUIN WHISTLIN’ THRU --- A black that was a bit tucked up with a flagpole 
tail carriage.  Could use a bit more upper arm for balance in presentation.  
Appealing facial expression 

 
CANADIAN BRED BITCHES 

1) #116  KILMAURS AUTUMN SKYE --- A black with superb heft and bone and 
excellent reach of neck.  Moved out with style and strength, covering ground 
effortlessly.  Great coat, level topline and tailset.  A bit too much for some but 
appealed to me on the day. 

2) #21  GRANDRIVER’S IN DA NICK OF TIME --- A black that could use a tad more 
upper arm to present nice balance.  In good double coat with lovely expression 
and correct burnt sugar eye color for a black 

3) #139  LENCHES MELODY --- A darker yellow without a perfect tailset that could use 
a bit more bone.   Good pigment and expression and stepped lively 

4) #105  GAFF’S REFLECTION --- A black with appealing facial expression and a good 
mover.  Could use a tad more upper arm for balance 

 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCHES 

1) #50  PARADOCS DRUSY --- A black that has everything I would want in a bitch.  
She never put a foot wrong, moved flawlessly, good structure, great substance but 
still very feminine in her expression and simply asked to be noticed and could not 
deny her my Winners Bitch 

2) #103  ADVENTURE’S BIG GIRL PANTS --- A yellow in super condition and coat that 
had excellent movement.  A bit longer cast in body. 



3) #71  SHANBRO’S RAH RAH RAH --- A good black in coat with soft expression and 
stong level topline and tailset 

4) #111  WAYFIELD OAKSILL KNIGHT MOVES --- Another nice black that could step 
out and cover ground effortlessly.  Could use a tad more upper arm for balance in 
structure 

 
OPEN BLACK BITCHES 

1) #65  FALLRIVER CHIKKA BOOM --- Showed lovely temperament and in good coat, 
moving true fore and aft.  Would have liked a tad more angulation on the front 

2) #133   GRAMPIAN TIKKI TORCH --- A stongly built bitch with good substance and 
in good coat with level topline and correct angulation.  A high tail carriage spoiled 
the overall picture 

3) #68  GORSEBROOK VIOLET --- A smallish bitch that was unfortunately out of coat 
at this time of year but an old-fashioned and sweet expression 

4) #140  SKAZKA VICTORIA’S SECRET EMMA --- A longer cast in body structure 
bitch that was totally out of coat.  A strong topline but lacked the type I would 
prefer 

 
OPEN YELLOW BITCHES 

1) #51  PARADOCS BELLWETHER JIGGLE ---  A shaker and a mover type in good 
coat with happy go lucky attitude.  Would have preferred more upper arm to 
balance the structure 

2) #31  NYROCA’S WICKED WITCH --- One of the nice pale yellows that was a tad up 
on leg that spoiled the overall picture.  Great pigment and expression.  Moved well 

3) #154  CASTELGAR FOREVER N BLUE JEANS --- Good mover with sound level 
topline and perfect pigment.  Could use a tad more upper arm and not a perfect 
tailset 

4) #160  CASTILLEJA’S O’SIEN ALL FAMILY --- Being overweight spoiled the 
presentation of her best qualities.  Happy to show herself and has lovely face but 
could use more rear angulation 

 
OPEN CHOCOLATE BITCHES 

1) #136  LABRADALE’S PEANUT BUTTER --- Had everything to get her noticed.  
Wonderful coat, angles, topline and movement but a bit too light of an eye for me.  
Eye color in chocolates should be the color of a Hershey chocolate bar or at best a 
lovely brown and is so very hard to achieve and I admire breeders who are still 
aiming for that. 

2) #78  CITADEL SWEET TEA --- A happy dark chocolate with good angles, topline 
and moved out with style.  Unfortunately not in full coat and again a light eye 

3) #137  CASTILLEJA CUPCAKE AT ALLSPORT --- Not quite mature enough for 
competition in this class but a good mover that held her topline on the move and 
again a lighter eye than I would prefer 

4) #87  MADABOUT’S COFFEE SWEETENER --- Unfortunately out of coat but 
structure in angulation was good and could use a darker eye 


